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02  |  Vision & Mission

Vision

Our pioneering spirit drives us to discover new worlds and make 
space accessible and available to everyone through affordable 
space flights; regardless of nationality. We want to bring friends of 
spaceflight together, advance science, explore new worlds and 
promote peace.



Mission 

To be pioneers in web3, we aim to create long-term utility for our 
NFT holders and educate space enthusiasts in the future of 
blockchain technology. By supporting a thriving international 
community of space enthusiasts with a family spirit, we want to give 
one lucky applicant the opportunity to have the experience of a 
lifetime - a flight into space.

“
“



03  |  Introduction

Why “The Moon Society”?

Imagine a world where space travel is no longer a luxury, 
but an opportunity accessible to all. A world where 
people coexist in peace, and where together we can 
shape the future. Our project aims to bring long-lasting 
benefits, bringing space enthusiasts from all corners of 
the globe to discover new worlds, harnessing the power 
of cutting-edge technologies like blockchain and space 
travel to build a brighter, more sustainable future.



What is “To the Moon”?

With our first NFT-Batch, "To The Moon", we aim to 
make history by exploring the unknown. This will set the 
stage for future batches, including "From The Moon" and 
"The Moon Society." Our vision includes the creation of 
at least 10 000 NFTs per batch, each offering unique 
opportunities and benefits for our community.

Why the blockchain and NFTs?

Introducing the TMS Astronaut-NFT, which serves  
as an art collectible, voting ticket, and a tool for 
gamification. For those who seek even greater 
benefits, the TMS Legendary Astronaut NFT offers 
private membership, a 10 000 Dollar reward after 
sold-out, the chance to participate in a world trip 
astronaut tour raffle and to win a real flight into  
space. Additionally, the TMS Seat NFT provides 
whitelist access to free airdrops of POAPs (proof of 
attendance) and opportunities for gamification.



Gamification!

All of our NFT-Batches are a dynamic experience, 
where the story and gameplay evolves through the 
participation of the community.



04  |  Utilities

Loyalty and 

Reward 


Programs

Event and 
Ticketing

Digital 
Credentials

Brand 

Marketing

Travel 

Industry

Digital Art

Use Cases

Brand Identity Voting

Collabs

Media & 
Entertainment

Private 

Membership

Avatars and PFP

Gamification E-Commerce

Fashion and 
Wearables

Contract 
Management

Agreement

utilities at the start 

of project 

utilities still to follow, 
which will be added 
during the project.

TMS NFT UG is a 
company registered in 
Germany. With our 
project "The Moon 
Society" we offer our 
community the greatest 
value a project can offer, 
bringing longterm utility 
to our holders. 

Community 
Participation



05  |  NFT Art Collection

Rarity Score:



I. Space flight participants 

2500 NFTs Background Blue 1 

2500 NFTs Background Blue 2 



II. Specialists 

1250 NFTs Background Green 

1250 NFTs Background Grey 



III. Non-Commissioned Officers

750 NFTs Background Orange 

750 NFTs Background Pink 



IV. Senior Non-Commissioned Officers

400 NFTs Background Purple 

400 NFTs Background Red 



V. Chief Master Sergeants

92 NFTs Background Tan

92 NFTs Background Yellow 

VI. Legendary 
9 NFTs Space Background 

7 NFTs Unique Background 



Profile picture: 

cartoon style 



TraitsZ
n background�
n bandanr
n costumd
n eye�
n facd
n flau
n flagoutlind
n glas�
n moutT
n nose

One of the key aspects of our project is the unique set of 
characteristics that define our NFTs, differentiating us from 
other NFT projects. Our properties, including Rankings, 
Specialists, Non-Commissioned Officers and more, play a 
crucial role in determining the value, prestige, and character 
of each NFT, offering a truly one-of-a-kind experience for 
our community. Get ready to join us on this journey to the 
moon!



First Batch:        10 000 NFT artworks

Second Batch:  10 000 NFT artworks

Third Batch:      10 000 NFT artworks


= 25%

= 25%




= 12,5%

= 12,5%




= 7,5%

= 7,5%




= 4%

= 4%




= 0,92%

= 0,92%

= 0,09%

= 0,07%




06  |  NFT-Types

� earn one valuable Airdrop NFT per 
stage to advance to the next stag6

� vote on the final 10 applicants  
for the space flight and receive a 
Rocketfuelbarrol-NFT as a thank 
you, for future use in the metavers6

� vote for the one applicant to take 
the space flight(

� be automatically entered into all 
roadmap activation prize draw*

� chance to win the All-Incl. World 
Voyage Astronaut Tour, if among  
the first 78 people to complete  
stage 1-�

� tickets for all live events and  
VIP-Tickets for the first 78 people  
to complete Batch 1 stage 1-�

� automatically qualifies for  
Batch 2 and 3

+ Extra benefits over TMS 
Astronaut-NFT's:

There are 16 Legendaries that are 
issued randomly at a mint or 
freemint.(

� can claim one airdrop NFT  
per stage in Batch 1, while 
stocks las\

� VIP-tickets for all live event*
� are automatically unlocked  

in all stages and invited  
to all the live event*

� receive 10 000 Dollar each in 
batch 1 after sold-out

� limited availability with  
500 whitelist spot*

� mint your very own  
TMS Astronaut-NFT Batch 1  
at a discounted price prior  
to launc�

� receive exclusive gift  
within the metaverse

� freemint of a TMS Astronaut-NFT 
in Batch 1, Batch 2 and Batch 3 as 
long as stocks lastµ

� get exclusive access to the 10CT/
TMS Golden Ticket Discord 
channel, which gives special 
information about each batch(

� receive a whitelist spo\
� can mint further TMS-Astronauts-

NFTs Batch 1 at a lower price 
before launc�

� gas-fees are always provided  
by the buyer. 

The "10CT Golden Ticket" is offered 
by our partner 10CT Consulting 
Holding UG. 

9 984  Astronaut Holder 16 Legendary-Holder10CT Golden Ticket TMS Seat

https://themoonsociety.io/
https://themoonsociety.io/
http://bit.ly/10CT_GOLDEN_TICKET
http://bit.ly/TMS_Seat
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Live Event-TicketsAirdrops | 8 Stages Airdrops | Giveaways

T are free of charge, but must be 
claimed (i.e. gas fees must be paidM

T limiteX
T basic requirement to participate in 

the next stage and get into the 
finalsV

T available in the secondary markeN
T fixed launch da=
T per stage the NFT's are all the same 

(without raritiesM
T Airdrop is coupled with a real 

product or a further project

T POAP-NFT (Proof of Attendance)  
at eventsf

T drawing of a Golden Ticket NFT 
from all participants who act as 
multiplierg

T time-limited mini-game challenge

T Roadmap Sale ActivationV
T Live EvenN
T Stage 8 Batch 1 Fina�
T Stage 8 Batch 2 Final



08  |  Application process for space flight 

Pre Launch
Launch of Sale 

Activation
Stage 3

Space Company selection vehicle selection and schedule

Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6
Stage 8  

Live Event
after 


Stage 8

Project 

Announcement

Astronaut  
Preregistration 


begins

Astronaut 

selection

° Community 

voting

° Community  
voting END

Top 10 Astronaut 

selected and start  

of the final 

community voting

Training  

preperation

Final community voting

 ENDs and the “To the moon”-NFT 


Batch Astronaut will be selected

This is an incredible opportunity that 
few people will have in a lifetime. We 
would like to offer one person the 
chance to realise their childhood 
dream and fly into space to see our 
Earth from a completely new 
perspective. It's a once-in-a-lifetime 
adventure that few experience.



Since 2022, SpaceX, Virgin 
Galactic and Blue Origin have 
been launching civilian flights into 
space as private space 
companies. We are looking for 
space enthusiasts with a 
pioneering spirit and the courage 
to discover new worlds, 


 

Join a vibrant 
international community 
of space enthusiasts 
and apply for a space 
flight! Be ready for the 
adventure of a lifetime!

LAUNCH 


TO SPACE



09  |  Overview Batch 1-3

Roadmap-Sale-Activation

together with the 
community we will create 
a long-term utility for all 
holders, like a real game,  
a TV series or similar for 
“The Moon Society”. And 
find out how to make 
space flights affordable 
for everyone.

V activation of the long-term utility

activation of the community 
participation roadmap

V announcement of  
the candidate who 
will take the flight into 
spac_

V announcement of the 
candidate who will 
won the astronaut 
world trip

V announcement of 
the candidate who 
will take the flight 
into spac_

V announcement of 
the candidate who 
will won the 
astronaut world trip

Begin of  
breeding NFTs

Top 10 final astronaut applicant is invited 
to “To the moon” 8 stages live event


Top 10 final astronaut applicant is invited 
to “From the moon” 8 stages live event


V Roadmap Sale 
Activation when 
100% is reache²

V accepting 
applications for the 
flight into space 
until stage 3

Space Applicants

V accepting applications for the flight 
into space until stage µ

V selected astronaut applicants are 
being introduced to the community

100%

Community 
Participation


Roadmap

Batch 1 



“To the moon”

8 stages

Batch 2



“From the 

Moon”

Batch 3



“Moon 

Society”



10  |  Roadmap-Sale-Activation

Our roadmap sale activation is the first step 
on our exciting journey and we welcome 
everyone to join us. We have a clear vision 
for the future and with this roadmap 
activation we will present the steps we will 
take to turn our shared vision into reality. 




We are confident that with the 
support and commitment of the 
community, we will achieve our 
goals in a timely manner. So, 
let's roll up our sleeves and get 
ready to bring our vision to life!



11  |  Roadmap-Sale-Activation |  Roadmap Giveaways  

Activate a stronger 

marketing campaign

Building a  
members-only-zone 


in the metaverse

Real life Spaceship launch 

event will be unlocked  

for the community

TMS-Merchstore with exclusive 

and limited merch will be activated  

in the metaverse and in real life

begin of the 8 Stage-Launch-Event 

“To The Moon”

Astronaut Tour

win raffle

Collabs with brands 

will be activated

at 10% at 30% at 40% at 60% at 80%

Roadmap-Sale-Activation

Roadmap Giveaways

10 Holders win a

Falcon heavy Rocket 713 pcs set

Lego Star Wars Set 3  
people win a rare


R2D2 Lego Star Wars Set 

3 Holders win a complete 

TMS Merchoutfit

ALL inclusive Astronaut-Tour 
1 Holder + 1 wins a space launch trip 


to see a launch live

100%

Batch 3



“Moon 

Society”

at 90%
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Spaceship-Launch-Live-Event 8 Stages-Launch-Event

The Spaceship-Launch-Live-Event promises to 
be an unforgettable experience for all crypto 
enthusiasts. Imagine watching a real rocket 
launch while mingling with fellow "To the Moon" 
and 10CT Golden Ticket holders. The event is 
not exclusive to some, but to all who hold these 
coveted titles.



As if the opportunity to witness a rocket launch 
is not exciting enough, the event organizers 
have also arranged an open-air party with 
music, food, and drinks. 10CT Golden Ticket 
holders even get a special treat with free ice 
tea. Those who can't attend the event in person 
can still watch it live through the YouTube 
broadcast.

To make things even more interesting, 
the event will announce the lucky 
winner of the cybertruck giveaway if 
the 100% goal is reached. With so many 
exciting things happening, the 
Spaceship-Launch-Liver-Event is one 
event that no one should miss.

The 8 Stages-Launch-Event is a highly 
anticipated event in our thriving community 
of space enthusiasts. This live YouTube 
event will launch the “To the moon” 8 
stages and is open to all "To the Moon" and 
“10CT Golden Ticket” holders. The event 
promises to be an exciting experience as 
people from all over the world will come 
together to celebrate the launch.



If the cybertruck winner has not yet been 
announced, the event organizers will take 
this opportunity to make the 
announcement. All eyes will be on the 
screen as the winner is revealed.

The 8 Stages-Launch-Event is not 
just an event, but a celebration of 
the community, progress, and 
achievements. It is an opportunity 
to come together and share in the 
excitement of the moment. With so 
much to look forward to, the event 
is sure to be a memorable one for 
all who attend.

at 90% 100%



13  |  Batch 1 : Start Stages 

An unforgettable journey lies ahead of us! 
The time has finally come for us astronauts 
to set off into space. By "minting" the 
Astronaut NFT, you are already qualified for 
your participation in this exciting journey. 
You are now an indispensable member of 
the crew. 


We will travel to the Spaceport as soon as 
possible to board our spaceship and get 
one step closer to our destination, the 
moon. The 16 Legendaries have already 
arrived on the moon and have discovered 
something incredible there. 

We have to hurry because there are only 
5008 seats in Stage 1, 16 of which have 
already been filled by the Legendaries.



An unforgettable journey lies ahead of us. 
All in all, it will take us about 8 days to 
reach the moon, unless unforeseen things 
happen. But as we know, time is relative in 
space and in a game.   

The life of an astronaut is exciting. Every 
day brings new challenges. Are you ready?  


Batch 1 



“To the moon”

8 stages



14  |  Description of Gamification

Description of Gamification:



For each stage you complete, you will 
receive an airdrop into your personal wallet, 
qualifying you to move on to the next stage 
as quickly as possible. But beware, the 
challenges are getting bigger and more and 
more spaceships need support from the 
ground crew. Only the consistent fastest 
astronaut will make it to the moon. 
Therefore, hurry up so that you are there in 
time for the big celebration. 

It will be a big party as soon as the first 
astronauts arrive on the moon and meet the 
Legendaries. At this big live event, to which 
all astronaut (NFT) holders are invited, it will 
be announced who has qualified for the real 
space flight.
 

This is an opportunity we cannot afford to 
miss. So let's pack our bags and start our 
journey into the unknown!



15  |  Stages 1-3

Stage

-1 -

Stage

-2 -

Stage

-3 -

8-Stages Rules



Stages will remain open until the 

specified maximum number of 

participants have completed the 

match. To move to the next stage, 

the airdrop NFTs from all previous 

stages must be in one wallet.

The 16 Legendaries 



are automatically unlocked in all 

stages, but can claim one airdrop-

NFT per stage while stocks last.

To participate in stage 1, 

you must have the following  
NFT in one wallety

x 1 TMS-Astronaut-NFT



Number of participants who 
need to gain and claim an 
airdrop as a ticket for stage 2:
 

4 992 who own an  
TMS-Astronaut-NFT 
  

To participate in Stage 2,  
you must have the following  
NFTs in one wallety

x 1 TMS-Astronaut-NFÄ
x all airdrops from  

the previous stages



Number of participants who 
need to gain and claim an 
airdrop as a ticket for stage 3:
 

2 496 who own an  
TMS-Astronaut-NFT 
  

To participate in Stage 3,  
you must have the following 
NFTs in one wallety

x 1 TMS-Astronaut-NFÄ
x all airdrops from  

the previous stages



Number of participants who 
need to gain and claim an 
airdrop as a ticket for stage 4: 


1 248 who own an  
TMS-Astronaut-NFT

Technology Nutrition Fitness
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Stage

-6 -

Stage

-7 -

Stage

-5 -

Stage

-4 -

To participate in Stage 4,  
you must have the following 
NFTs in one wallet%

$ 1 TMS-Astronaut-NFE
$ all airdrops from  

the previous stages



Number of participants who 
need to gain and claim an 
airdrop as a ticket for stage 5: 


624 who own an  
TMS-Astronaut-NFT

To participate in Stage 5, 

you must have the following 
NFTs in one wallet%

$ 1 TMS-Astronaut-NFE
$ all airdrops from  

the previous stages



Number of participants who 
need to gain and claim an 
airdrop as a ticket for stage 6:
 

312 who own an  
TMS-Astronaut-NFT

To participate in Stage 6,  
you must have the following 
NFTs in one wallet%

$ 1 TMS-Astronaut-NFE
$ all airdrops from  

the previous stages



Number of participants who 
need to gain and claim an 
airdrop as a ticket for stage 7:
 

156 who own a  
TMS-Astronaut-NFT

To participate in Stage 7, 

you must have the following 

NFTs in one wallet%

$ 1 TMS-Astronaut-NFE
$ all airdrops from  

the previous stages



Number of participants who need 
to gain and claim an airdrop as a 
VIP-TICKET for the LIVE-EVENT 
at stage 8:
 

78 who own a  
TMS-Astronaut-NFT

Hygiene Education Mental Equipment



17  |  Stage 8  &  8 Stages-Final-Live-Event

To participate in Stage 8,  
you must have the following  
NFTs in one wallet�

� 1 TMS-Astronaut-NF@
� all airdrops from  

the previous stages



All VIP ticket holders will receive�

� a seat at the 8 Stages final live event and9
� a freemint for Batch 2  


The participant who wins the last game in 
Stage 8, will receive the 4-week all-inclusive 
world trip to the space hot spots.

8 Stages-Final-Live-Event

The much-awaited event for all of our space enthusiasts 
is here! The invitation is exclusive to all "TMS Astronaut-
NFT” and “10CT Golden Ticket” holders, and if you are 
quick enough to have a Stage 7 Airdrop NFT or any 
Legendary NFT, you get VIP access to the event. 


The open-air party with music, food, and drinks is just the 
beginning of the fun. “10CT Golden Ticket”-holders also 
get to enjoy free ice tea, and everyone at home, can 
watch the event through the live YouTube broadcast. If 
the 100% goal is reached, the event will announce the 
cybertruck winner, which is sure to keep everyone on the 
edge of their seats. 


As if that is not enough, the event marks the 
beginning of Batch 2. The stage promises to  
be thrilling, and everyone will want to watch  
and see how it goes. 


The highlight of the event is the announcement  
of the winner of the world trip: astronaut tour 
and the space flight winner. These prizes are 
out of this world and will make the winners' 
dreams come true.The event is a celebration  
of community, progress, and achievement, and 
everyone who attends will have a memorable 
time. With so much happening, it's an event that 
no one should miss!

stage

-8 -

Social



18  |  Batch 2 + 3 Teaser

“Moon Society”“From the Moon”

If you missed out on Batch 1, don't worry 
- you'll have a second chance with Batch 
2. But in order to participate, you'll need 
to get a "TMS Astronaut-NFT” from “To 
the Moon”– Batch 1 on the Secondary 
Market and add it to your wallet.  


Batch 2 promises to be even better than 
Batch 1, with an extended storyline, new 
collaborations, airdrops, and fantastic 
prizes. You won't want to miss out on 
the chance to be a part of it.



The Secondary Market offers a great 
opportunity to acquire the desired NFT 
if you don't already have one in your 
collection. Remember, only holders of 
the "TMS Astronaut-NFT" from “To the 
Moon”– Batch 1, will be able to 
participate in Batch 2. 



The anticipation is building as we await 
the launch of Batch 1, with the promise 
of even more excitement and 
collaboration in Batch 2. So get ready 
and don't miss out - grab your "TMS 
Astronaut-NFT" and be prepared for 
Batch 2!

Get ready for the next chapter in the TMS 
Astronaut-NFT saga - Batch 3 is on the 
horizon, and it promises to be out of this 
world.



To participate in Batch 3, you'll need to 
have not one, but two TMS Astronaut-NFTs 
from the previous batches, one from "To 
the Moon"– batch 1, and one from "From 
the Moon"– from Batch 2. Once you hold 
both of these NFTs in one wallet, you'll be 
able to breed them to create a new "Moon 
Society-NFT" with special additional 
features.

The extended story of Batch 3 will continue the 
adventures of the TMS Astronauts in space, with 
new surprises and challenges to face. And not 
only that - there will be an exciting new feature in 
the metaverse that will add to the immersive 
experience of owning a TMS Astronaut-NFTs.



As with the previous batches, the prizes for 
Batch 3 are sure to be fantastic, so you won't 
want to miss out. Start hunting for those "To the 
Moon" and “From the Moon” TMS Astronaut-
NFTs, and get ready for the next epic installment 
of the TMS Astronaut NFT series.   

The stars are calling - will you answer?

Batch 2



“From the 

Moon”

Batch 3



“Moon 

Society”
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12,5% are team 

rewards

20% for

operative uses

10%  for “10CT

Golden Ticket” holders

35% for marketing

15% for space 
flight tickets

5% for 10CT 
consulting

TMS  |  Tokenomics

The funds from  
The Moon Society 
are planned for the 
following activities: 
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WoodenHound

TMS  
Founder

CREW MEMBERCOMPANY

0xm00nb0i 

DanBzl

DatCrypt

0xAntiLemming

VanDeRex Atika Supernova

 Mr.DeForět MadApe

Digital Allrounder

Fundamental Analyst

G0xse

Discord Manager

Lead Developer 

Developer 

Developer

Marketing

Marketing

Marketing

Design

Operations Manager


TMS NFT UG (haftungsbeschraenkt)  
is a registered company in Germany. 
(Amtsgericht Ludwigshafen HRB 68130)



21  |  Contact

TMS 10CT zeitklar-sein

https://www.10ct.io/https://themoonsociety.io/ https://zeitklar-sein.de

https://www.10ct.io/
https://themoonsociety.io/
https://zeitklar-sein.de


22  |  Social Media

@tms_nft r/themoonsociety@TMS_NFT

TMS_Announcements

@tms_nft@tms_nftthemoonsociety themoonsociety

https://twitter.com/TMS_NFT
https://www.reddit.com/r/themoonsociety/
https://t.me/TMS_NFT
https://t.me/TMS_ANNNCMNTS
https://www.tiktok.com/@tms_nft/
https://www.instagram.com/tms_nft/
https://discord.gg/794vVTnfyg
https://opensea.io/collection/themoonsociety


23  |  10CT Golden Ticket

5 freemint of a “TMS Astronaut-NFT”  
in Batch 1, Batch 2 and Batch 3  
as long as stocks las(

5 get exclusive access to the “10CT/TMS  
Golden Ticket” Discord Channel, which gives 
special information about each batch$

5 receive a whitelist spo(
5 can mint further “TMS Astronaut-NFTs”  

Batch 1 at a lower price before launc 
5 gas-fees are always provided by the buyer 

10CT Golden Ticket

http://bit.ly/10CT_GOLDEN_TICKET



